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About This Game

Super Mixtape is a retro physics based rhythm-puzzle-platformer where you guide cassette tape ‘Mix’ across a fully
reversible 2D world of A-Sides and B-Sides, completing puzzles as you progress to find the perfect beat.

  -“It throws everything you know about the standard platformer out of the window and creates its own rules.” – Otaku.

  -“My favourite game of EGX 2015” – GameGazm.

Features

World Flip – flip the world, like a cassette, playing forwards and backwards. The Flip Mechanic is the core mechanic of
the game.

Tumble – The tumble allows the player to correct themselves and rotate in the air. Challenging the rules of traditional 2D
gameplay by allowing player rotation. The main character’s facial expression will change depending on his position.

Jump and Physics – The jump in Super Mixtape is like no other jump and requires the player to jump from either the
left or the right to gain height or distance based on the physics applied to the cassette. Supported by a considered and
natural control scheme.
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Beat Switches – Being able to ‘switch the beat’ remixes the audio in the game and areas of the level will react to the
change. The ‘beats’ are colour coordinated with supported differentiating patterns to assist players who suffer with
colour-blindness or colour vision deficiencies.

Puzzles – Navigate across puzzles in each level.

Audio – The audio progresses with you as you progress through the levels.

Zoom - Zoom out to see other parts of the puzzles.

Future

Narrative (currently being developed)

5 feature rich levels across multiple acts (totalling ~15 playable levels)

More Puzzles

Ingame Interactive OST - Original Sound Track featuring 12 full length customisable tracks

Localisation in multiple languages including Russian, German, Polish, Finnish

Local Multiplayer - Fun game modes (Depending on testing)

Modding Support (Depending on testing)

Basic Gameplay Rules

“Throughout the design and construction of the game I have spent a lot of time thinking about the unique mechanics and elements of
the game that create the overall experience.”

As you progress through the game, your aim as a player is to traverse ‘Mix’ across the musical landscape to collect keys and
unlock doors, allowing you to progress through the beat.

You can only move when your magnetic strip is touching the ground.

When you flip onto the B-Side, the amount of spooled tape is reversed and the cassette's stickers changes.

You can jump from the left wheel (Left Trigger/Key) or the right wheel (Right Trigger/Key) allowing the cassette to
jump and behave differently within the physics, giving you more distance or height.
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Damn, great game. Everything about it is pretty nice. I love the mechanics, items, references to other games, a lot of classes fun
to play etc. It's a bit hard for me, but that's obvious since i'm not rogue-like player. Anyway, i really do recommend this game,
it's totally worth the price.

Oh, and the music in this game is just perfect, fits really well. As of writing this, I'm on Mission 10 so I have yet to see
everything, but what I have seen is phenomenal.
- Controller support is slick and responsive
- The weather system works great and has legitimate impact on the missions
- The visuals are gorgeous
- Runs smoothly at 1440p
- Soundtrack holds up compared to past titles
- The story is cheesy as hell

Everything is pointing to a return to form for the Ace Combat series.

NOTE: stick/throttle review bombers are morons.
. Devastatingly brilliant.. "This immersion pack is bundled with goodies beyond the gameplay improvements:
New Music: Conquer the east accompanied by new music that evokes the majesty of Russia"

- false advertisement much?. What can I say that has not already been said about the intriguing party game that is The Yawhg? I
have played this game with around 30 different people, and have seen something new every time. I find that it is best to explain
nothing regarding the "right" way to play the game, and let my friends figure it out on their own.

It isn't a game that will have your group erupting in fits of laughter, and it can only be played so many times in a single session,
but it is ideal for those late nights spent together in a dimly lit room. You and three of your closest friends, sitting together on a
comfortable couch, and listening to the soft music acts feels so right after partaking in higher-energy activities earlier in the
night.

Overall, I recommend this game. $10 is a solid price point for it, and the memories which remain are some the fondest I have of
the times when my friends and I were all together.. Lovely game with loads of puzzles and achievements for each one :D
Devs are quick to answer on the forum if you have any issues, which is a big +. Pretty sweet.
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It's a fun, responsive shooter with fun graphics and music with a good beat. However, it lacks polish, the pacing is weird, and I
found it to be a bit punishing with no option to turn down the difficulty. Would have been nice if any of the background was
destructable consideriing the low res nature of the game. Also, being able to run out of ammo conpletely in a bullet hell game is
not a wise design choice.

Worth the sale price. Surprised they're selling it for so much as early access.. I was skeptical at first, but seeing a game with such
a light-hearted and imaginitve take on the dogfights of old was refreshing and fun. It has a really fun and easy-to-learn style of
gameplay that was loads of fun to play even one-on-one. It deserves more attention than it has been recieving for sure! With
enough players, this is something truly special to behold. Please, support this game!. VALA(Vicious Attack Llama Apocalypse),
only going to say that part once, is a "twin stick" shooter, can also be played with keyboard and mouse. Im a pretty good gamer,
for what its worth, and while the game is deffinately difficult, it also comes down a little bit to luck on what drops, and what
good combinations you can make, some guns are...good? but some have issues like plasma going over their heads, and grenade
bounces doing exactly that. Game is fun and the room style smash tv ish and directions give you a choice of upgrades
sometimes.

possible SPOILER ALERT!
7 hours in and I have already beaten the game, it was a fun ride but i felt some things were missing, the final fight might be
buggy, llamas didnt coume out till halfway through, never saw the final llama, where the heck is it? Would have been nice to see
some boss llamas, was really hoping for a 4th act, but infinity mode is nice, but it doesnt offer challenges to finish my collection
of stuff. It would also have been nice to have different objectives other than kill llamas, or kill llama spawners, maybe capture a
point? or defend an object(other than that 1 turret in that 1 map)? or perhaps race to the end.

. Really nice and funny game with interesting Minigames. And what is great too, you can play it with 8 players!

I'am sorry for my bad English.

Thanks for that game and for the Updates which comming soon :). You can play the first couple levels free on android appstore,
probably also available on the apple appstore.
Check it out there first if you're not sure. Besides that, the game is pretty creative and it's very rewarding when you finally crack
another pattern.

Seems like the only descent math game on Steam to be honest.. Instead of writing an essay due in 2 days or going out this Friday
night, I found myself determined to beat this game.

After being called out as a fake fan, I bought this game and was not disappointed. This game is the same genre as the "World's
Hardest Game" flash game, meaning that the goal is to get from point A to point B without touching anything except coins and
keys. The controls took some getting used to (I'm still not entirely used to them even after beating the game), as did the
seemingly very precise hitboxes on everything, which can be both a good thing and a bad thing. As for presentation and
graphics, what you see in the screenshots is what you get, for better or for worse. Personally I find it charming. The story is
original, if not somewhat barebones. There is a twist in the form of the final boss, literally in that it was an unexpected story
development, and in a meta way, as originally it seemed to be some plot point that was shoehorned in, but turned out to fit into
the story well after some dialogue. Speaking of the final boss, it seemed to be unintentionally and incredibly hard, thanks to
difficulty keeping track of Steven against the background, as well as excessive RNG elements. The rest of the game's difficulty,
which is generally at the same level as the final boss, feels intentional, which makes completing each level a satisfying relief.

If the visual design of the game is off-putting to you, it probably won't be an enjoyable experience. But at 2 dollars, it's worth
getting for the challenge alone.. havent played much but love it
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